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Today China’s internet demand
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China population = 1.357 billion U.S. population = 318.9 million

According to CNNIC China internet Network 

center, Global web index and internet live stats
According to CNN 80% growth is attributed to 

mobile devices
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Effective and efficient

Have the right tools for the job

Have the right people with the experience

to support your needs
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Business effectiveness

Working with the right people is key for the success in any business 

endeavor. It ensures quality and consistency in every aspect of the 

business.  People bring ideas and innovation to maintain brand 

worthiness and presence to a market. 
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Design and concept

Providing  a great support and knowledge is the backbone for a business, 

but to be sustainable  it has to continuously innovate and reinvent itself to 

meet the ever changing  demands. This is important to us and we work 

closely with our partners to provide them with guidance, ideas and concepts 

to help business stay at the vanguard.



Introducing digital solutions
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Rich media is a group of different disciplines that covers such as Animation, 

Visual Development, Illustrations, VR, AR and more. These disciplines are found to 

be in used in almost every industry and for all types of purposes.

…Why is it relevant to us? …What are the benefits?

Entertainment

Health Care

Telecommunication

Heavy Industries

Mining

Automotive
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Animation

A powerful tool that allows a sequence of images to be displayed one 

after another to create the illusion of movement. It can be extremely helpful 

when we need to convey a message that otherwise would be difficult to explain 

by words alone or with a still image.
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Visual development and illustrations

Visual Development can help in the ideation stage to create a new 

product. It can also serve to give overall direction in how a product should 

present itself, while illustrations can be used for marketing materials, train staff, 

product information, visual guidance and more. These benefits increases the 

business exposure and presence
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App development, VR and AR

Sustainability is a core priority for all businesses out there. In order to 

overcome the ever changing landscape companies and individuals have to 

continuously adapt and reinvent themselves to meet the demand. This is the case 

when it comes to app development and AR. More and more businesses are relying 

on the advantages that apps provide over traditional ways of distributing 

information and AR/VR allows businesses the flexibility to interact with a new 

product and find any flaws before it goes into production.    



The success  of a business today do not come directly from the tools 

that we use or the methods that we choose to deliver our message, but it is 

the effectiveness and the efficiency that will dictate the outcome of our 

efforts. A good investment in the right people and the tools for the job will 

give businesses a solid foundation for the challenges ahead. 

Conclusion



Q&A 



Thank You

Guanlan Liu

Business Manager Product Information

Guanlan.liu@semcon.com

+86 18917937808

Jei Lee

Digital Content Specialist

Jei.Lee@semcon.com

+86 15600800226

Semcon (Beijing) Informatic & Consulting 

Co., Ltd.

www.semcon.com



The preferred choice within 

product information

您在产品信息领域的首选


